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1. Take grain from the earth and add water. Make by kneading to leaven with air. Bake in fire. Break and share. Partake with your neighbour the blessing of bread.

Refrain
May you never be hungry. May you never be thirsty. I wish you health. And a happy home. My companion, may peace be with you.

2. Remember the making of bread, like this. Imagine the making of peace, like this. Harmonies with friends (and neighbours)

* Thanks to Johanna McBride, Meg Rigby and Sue Hoffmann for helping with harmonies.
and with strangers Bridging the borders of discord and fear.

3. Humble this cooking of bread and peace Human the

circle from hearth to heart In longing, in hope from hand to

hand I give you the song of my dream and my prayer

May you never be hungry. May you never be thirsty. I

May you never be hungry. May you never be thirsty. I

wish you health And a happy home My companion, may peace be with you.

wish you health And a happy home My companion, may peace be with you.